Dear General Managers,

Sub: Filling up of JS, SS and JAG vacancies in Divisions.

Over the last one year emphasis has been on empowering the field units in order to improve Service Delivery. In this process, significant administrative and financial powers have been delegated to Divisions covering various aspects of railway working. As a matter of fact, significant work has shifted from Headquarters to the Divisions.

It is important to simultaneously augment the capacity of Divisions so that they effectively execute the enhanced powers and efficiently deliver the services. Posting of additional ADRMs (at least 2 ADRMs in every Division) is a step in this direction. Further, I would like all GMs to ensure that there are no vacancies in JS, SS and JAG levels in the Divisions. Efforts be made to fill up the JS, SS and JAG posts in the Divisions at the earliest, if required, by transferring officers from Headquarters.

I would like all GMs to strictly review the scenario. Please let me know the action taken in the matter through your next PCDO.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

(Ashwani Lohani)

General Managers
All Indian Railways
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